Abstract-Agents operating in the real world need to handle both uncertainty and resource constraints. Typical problems in this domain are optimization of sequences of observations, and optimal allocation of computation tasks during reasoning and search (also known as meta-reasoning). In both domains, a crucial issue is value of information, a quantity hard to compute in general, and thus usually estimated using severe assumptions, such as myopic and independence of information sources.
I. INTRODUCTION
Agents operating in the real world typically operate under uncertainty, and have to handle resource constraints. In order to act optimally w.r.t. its explicitly available information, the agent needs to reason about costly information gathering actions, and produce a (near) optimal plan with these actions as operators. Solving this problem is important in various applications, such as finding an optimal plan for medical tests, some of which may be costly in terms of money or risk to the patient. Robot navigation under time constraints, where sensing actions take time or may even be hazardous, is another typical application. Since such optimization is difficult, most related work makes the myopic assumption, and in addition performs some form of greedy search. Recent work [3] bypasses the myopic assumption for a chain-shaped dependency model and exact measurements. Extending this method to approximate the optimal observation plan in the face of inexact measurements is the focus of this paper.
As a running example for motivating our work we borrow the temperature monitoring task from [3] . Consider a distributed network of battery-powered temperature sensors, deployed in a large target area. The goal is to obtain as precise a temperature map as possible, while minimizing the information-gathering actions which require each queried sensor to perform an energy-costly wireless communication action.
Partially supported by the Ministry of Industry, Trade Information-gathering actions examined in the literature are of several types, all of which can use the same essential decision-making model. The former is external sensing, where the information must be obtained from a source external to the agent, using physical sensing devices, as above. Another case is where the required information is actually deducible from information the agent already has. However in order to make use of the information the agent needs to perform extensive computation, such as search over a huge implicit graph. Such plan optimization over computation actions is known as meta-reasoning [4] , [5] . Intermediate scenarios also exist, involving neither implicit information nor physical sensors, such as cases where information must be purchased during reasoning from Internet sources, etc.
The decision-making model we use for all of these scenarios is optimization under decision-theoretic criteriamaximum expected reward. This entails stating both a utility function over outcomes (including costs of actions, be they sensing actions or computation actions), and a complete distribution model. Although such a model can be formally represented as a partially observable Markov decision process (POMDP), the state and action spaces for realistic applications are large (even infinite), making even explicit specification of the POMDP prohibitive. Hence, following much of the related work, we note that applications allow for significant independence assumptions, and represent both the distribution and the utility in a factored form using a graphical model. Specifically, we will assume that the order of observations affects neither the distributions nor the rewards, and that the distribution can be represented as a graphical dependency model. Although numerous such models exist, we will focus on Bayes network dependency models in this paper.
Unfortunately, even under extremely restrictive assumptions, such as tree-shaped dependency structure and additive rewards [3] , finding an optimal observation plan is computationally hard. Thus, finding an actual optimal solution is not feasible, especially when the problem is optimization over computational action, where typically one assumes that computation time involved in meta-reasoning is negligible. The standard solution is using the myopic assumption [4] , frequently further restricted an operator independence assumption as well as greedy search. Although some works exists on relaxing the myopic assumption [2] , the scheme shown in [3] is most directly related to our work. In the next section, we shortly review the latter scheme. Then, we discuss our relaxation of the exact measurements assumption, and prove a bound on the resulting (deterministic) approximation. The method is empirically evaluated for the temperature-measurement task. Finally, we discuss some additional ways in which the assumptions can be relaxed.
II. DISTRIBUTION/UTILITY MODEL
The distribution is modeled as a Bayes network, defined on two sets of variables: X, the unobserved variables, and 0, the measurement variables. We have X {X1,.,X , and 0 {O, .., On}. The topology of the network is as in a simple hidden Markov model (HMM), i.e. the parent set of Oi is just Xi, and the parent set of Xi is just Xi-,, except for X1 which has no parents. For the sake of uniformity, we follow [3] and add a dummy node X-o as a parent of X1 and likewise X,+1 as a child of Xn, (see Figure 1) 
subject the constraint that the number of measurements not exceed a budget B. 1
2) Optimal conditional plan: find the best expected rewards conditional plan over observations. tIn the cited paper, the statement is slightly more general -it allows for a non-unit budget expenditure per observation, a tangential issue not further developed here.
In both cases, the independence assumptions inherent to the model are used to enable finding an optimal solution using a polynomial-time dynamic programming algorithm. Although we believe that our adaptation should work for both problems, this paper focuses on subset selection, and thus the conditional plan version is not further discussed. Assuming that conditional rewards can be efficiently computed (using standard belief updating for Bayes networks or specific methods such as used for smoothing in HMM), the subset selection problem can be performed optimally for both discrete and continuous variables in time O(Bnr3) evaluations of local expected rewards.
The crucial insight leading to the above results is that the chain becomes disconnected given the observations, i.e.
given a measurement at Oi, all variables Xj with 1 < j < i are independent of all variables XI with i < I < n. Since the local rewards Ri(P(Xi)) depend only on the marginal probabilities, reward independence also occurs, allowing the divide and conquer approach, together with dynamic programming evaluations of sub-chains, to result in optimal solution of the problems. Since we use a very similar algorithm in this paper on, we do not further elaborate the algorithm from [3] .
III. RELAXING THE ASSUMPTIONS
Even for the indicated network topology, completely relaxing the assumption of exact measurements results in a computationally hard problem. That is because once the measurement is imprecise, one can no longer use independence of sub-chains. We develop an approximation scheme with quality depending on precision of the measurement. Our techniques bear some similarity to work on sensitivity analysis for Bayes networks [1] , although the scenarios under consideration and parameters are different.
Our intuition is as follows: if the measurement is almost precise, the assumption on precise measurement should be a good approximation. However, we would also like to handle cases where the measurement is not very precise. In this case, it is easy to see that if the Xi were independent, trivially one can still use the same scheme, so it should also be possible to get a good approximation using dynamic programming if the degree of dependency between the Xi is low, in some sense.
But in realistic applications the conditions may be such that neither is the measurement very precise, nor are the dependencies negligible -can something still be done? Our answer is yes, provided that (in some precise sense defined below) the dependency of each Xi on Xi-, and on Xi+ is "significantly less" than its dependency on Oi. This is a much weaker, and more realistically practical assumption than either of the above assumptions.
We begin out notion of an "almost precise" measurement for discrete-valued variables. Observe Note that the latter equation is defined only for strictly positive probabilities, and that relative 6-independence is a stronger constraint: it implies absolute 6-independence, since probabilities are never greater than 1. We also define a reverse 6-independence, of a variable X given its immediate descendant Y, as follows: The above definitions are easy to test whenever the conditioning variable is the only parent of the conditioned variable, as is the case in our network of interest. In addition, we will also need to make the natural assumption that the local reward functionals are "well behaved", i.e. that they do not vary wildly given small changes in the marginal probabilities. Let r, be abound on the change in local rewards as a function of the marginal distributions, i.e., for all 1 < i < n we have:
Observe that if we make the assumption that all conditional probabilities are bounded away from zero, i.e. P(Xi Xi-) > 0 for some 0 > 0, we can bound the reverse conditionals based on the forward conditionals (in particular, we can then show that P(Xi = olOi = o) is also close to 1).
Our notion of the dependence of a variable on the observation being "much weaker" than on its neighbours in the chain is defined as follows: let Oi be an e-precise measurement variable of Xi, its only parent in the BN. Let Xi be (relative) 6-independent of its parent Xi-1 and X±i+ be (relative) 6 independent of its parent Xi. Our measure of "much weaker" is (roughly) that the product 66 being close to zero.
More formally, let 6f be a bound, such that for every i, Xi-is (relative) 6f -independent of Xi, and 6r a bound, such that for every i, Xi-1 is (relative) reverse 6r-independent of Xi. Let d be the maximum domain size among all variables.
Under these assumptions, we can show the following bound on the error in expected rewards: Theorem 3.1: Using the dynamic programming algorithm for the subset selection problem, the solution is optimal within maximum error bound: e = 4c(6f + 6f + 6f 6r)7fn (8) Proof outline: For every node Xi in which an observation 0i is made, the error in probability estimation results from not considering possible results of other observations. This value can be bounded by ai() 6(6f±6±fr
where P(X-= y) reduces due to multiplication by probability of observation P(Oi = y). For nodes Xi in which no observation is made, the error in the probability estimate is no greater than for nodes with observation, due to convex sum considerations. The r1 factor in the equation comes from the sensitivity of the R(P (XijOi O o) ) to errors in probability estimates. Finally, the factor n appears due to summation of errors over all n nodes of the chain.
Note that although the theoretical bound is far from tight, it provides a good idea about what parameters contribute to the error in the reward estimated by the algorithm.
IV. DP ALGORITHM
For the subset selection algorithm to work correctly with in the case of imprecise measurements, a slight adaptation of the original in [3] must be made. Care must be taken when computing the expected rewards, which requires a correct belief updating for the imprecise measurement case. Following [3] we define La:b(k) to be the optimal expected reward achievable for nodes Xi, where a < i < b, where we have already decided to make observations at Oa and Ob, and with k measurements still to be allocated between a and b. (The above also includes the case where a and b are observations for dummy nodes, which have no effect). C(oi) (10) Due to inexact measurements, the La:b(k) no longer correctly represent the optimal reward achievable under these conditions. This is due to the fact that information can "leak" across a node Xi for which a measurement Oi has been made. This error is introduced in the recursive step. Another minor complication is that to evaluate Ri(Xi Oi) requires a partial belief updating to find the marginal P(Xi IOi), which is no longer a unit vector in a principle direction (i.e. no longer a permutation of (1, 0, 0, ...).
The adapted algorithm is shown in Table I . 
V. EMPIRICAL EVALUATION
We believe that in practice, the deviation from optimality is significantly smaller than the bounds proved in this paper.
We have thus implemented and tested the adapted dynamic programming (DP) algorithm for subset selection on Markov chains with various parameter settings. For comparison, several myopic and greedy subset selection algorithms were used on the same Markov chain. Note that for the subset selection problem, there is no need to generate actual measurements, it is sufficient to define all the conditional probabilities in the chain.
Since in a typical application, a desirable goal would be to minimize remaining entropy, the reward function used in the experiments is the decrease in entropy. Thus, the local reward function used in our optimization was:
The algorithms compared in our empirical evaluation are: 1) The dynamic programming algorithm (DP) we adapted in this paper.
2) The simple myopic and greedy algorithm (SMG), that evaluates the expected reward L(O) for each possible observation individually, and then selects the B observations with highest L(0A).
3) The non-myopic greedy algorithm (NMG) , that evaluates the expected reward L(0) for each possible observation individually, and selects the best one i*. Then, the algorithm evaluates the expected reward L(Ojl0i*) for each individual observation given that 0j* was selected, and chooses the best one j*. This process continues until the observation budget is exhausted.
4) The optimal solution (OPT) that exhaustively checks the set with highest expected rewards.
We used these algorithms for subset selection, varying the following parameters: length of chain n, size of observation subset B, variable domain size d, dependency along the chain 6, and observation error probability c. For most runs ("uniform chains"), the chain conditional probabilities we set Pt(X IvXiu 1) to be p1+X)l, where p = 6, for the case where the value of AX is the same as that of X + i-I and uniformly p±jX)I for the other cases. Other runs ("non-uniform chains') used the same equation, except that p was selected randomly with uniform distribution from the range [0, 6]. The penalties of observation C? were zero in our experiments, for simplicity.
For all algorithms, we measured time to compute the subset, and quality of result (exact expected reward). Note that the asymptotic runtime of the algorithms are as follows:
Our DP algorithm takes time O(Bnr3d3). SMG takes time only 0(nrd3), since we only need to compute value of information for each of n possible observations. The timecomplexity of NMG is 0(n2dB+2), making it infeasible for anything but small B. Time for OPT is approximately 0(nB+2d3), making it impractical even for relatively small B, and is included here only in order to provide a gold standard.
Results are shown for some selected runs for the 4 algorithms, except that for large B, d, n the optimal algorithm took too long to run (more than a few hours) and its results are omitted. A typical runtime comparison is shown in Figure 2 , as a function of chain length. In most runs the DP algorithm returned not just a quality of result equal to the optimal, but the same actual subset. Figures 3, 4 depict reward as a function of e for the various algorithms, for uniform chains, while Figure 5 is a typical run for nonuniform chains. Observe that if 6 is very small, one might just as well use the greedy algorithm, which is faster and just as good. The gain in using DP comes when B and n increase, since OPT becomes completely infeasible. NMG still does relatively well for these cases, unless d is also large, in which case its runtime becomes too large. .pXIon The dynamic programming (DP) algorithm was shown to have clear advantages in planning optimal sets of observations. Both theoretical and empirical results in [3] support this claim. Relaxing the assumptions under which this scheme makes it more generally applicable, the main goal of this paper. Theoretical analysis, showed that if the precision of the measurement is high compared to the strength of the dependencies in the chain, a slight adaptation of the DP algorithm provides a good approximation to the optimal result. Some empirical results suggest that indeed using a slight adaptation of the DP algorithm has both good runtime characteristics and good precision, considerably better than the theoretical bounds.
There are several immediate possible ways this paper can be extended, in addition to the obvious improvement of the theoretical bounds (shown be empirical results to be far from tight). Applying our techniques to the conditional plan version of the problem and to continuous variables are two directions we are currently exploring. In addition, if the dependency and known precision of measurement are known to be bad, the DP algorithm can be extended to look at sets of observations with cardinalities greater than 2, obviously at the cost of higher complexity. It may also be possible to do that locally, i.e. only for some locations in the chain, thereby intelligently trading off precision for computation time. At the other end of the scale, it may be possible to select a subset using DP, and then select the rest of the measurements using the more efficient myopic-greedy algorithm, without impacting precision too badly. Finally, we believe that cases beyond Markov chains, e.g. general Bayes networks, but where the dependencies outside a single chain are much weaker, can also be tackled using similar techniques, another issue for future research. 
